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NEWS AND NOTICES 
This department is devoted to news of appointments, promotions, deaths, and other 
events of interest to historians of mathematics. For this information, Historia Muthematicn 
depends upon interested individuals everywhere to send items of timely interest to the editors 
so.that the wider community of historians of mathematics may be kept informed of notewor- 
thy activity throughout the world. 
Classic Works in Science, Mathematics, and Logic 
Golden Hind Press is a new publishing house committed to increasing the 
number of important works in the history of science, mathematics, and logic 
available in English translations. As mathematics editor Robert Schmidt says, 
“Most people have a naive faith that all the important discoveries in the history of 
science and mathematics have come down to us intact, and have been assimilated 
into modem thought. I think they would be very surprised to find out how many 
important insights are hidden away behind the barriers of time and language. The 
test of time may be the most unscientific experiment of all.” 
This information should interest historians of mathematics and science, as well 
as librarians trying to assemble significant collections in these fields. Golden Hind 
Press would especially like to reach individual mathematicians and scientists 
interested in studying these subjects from the original texts. For more informa- 
tion, contact Golden Hind Press, Suite 206,3 Church Circle, Annapolis, Maryland 
21401. 
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